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Unipersonale
Via Beura, 44 • 28844 Villadossola (VB) • ITALY
Tel.: +39 0324 575106 • Fax: +39 0324 54096
Web : www.MariniQG.it
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Dear Customer,

using the products and services supplied by our company is a guarantee of having
purchased a product bearing the “MARMO MACCHINE MARK”, a trademark shared
solely by Italian makers of stone-working machinery and equipment and ensuring the
absolute originality and strictly Italian provenance of this technology for working
authentically natural stone through observance of “Trademark Concession Rules”
containing specific technical, production and standard-meeting requisites.
Along with certification of the all-Italian origin of the product you have acquired goes
the expertise, experience and quality of the services on which, as our customer, you
can completely rely – services that our company puts at your complete disposal
through the knowledge and experience it has gained in the stone-working sector.
It is therefore with great satisfaction at being your supplier that we thank you again for
the trust you have put in us, inviting you to share our pride in choosing the “MARMO
MACCHINE MARK”.

Marini Quarries Group S.r.l.

(*REGISTERED ON JUNE 25, 2008 UNDER APPLICATION NUMBER “MI2008C 007066” WITH THE PATENT OFFICE OF THE CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE, INDUSTRY, CRAFT TRADE AND AGRICULTURE OF MILAN)
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Dear customer,
Thank you for having chosen a

We guarantee that you have purchased a quality product
We have prepared this manual to help you
become familiar with the characteristics of this model.
As you read it, you will also find suggestions for
obtaining the best performance from your machine.
We are certain that, in this way, you will be able to use it
for a long time with complete satisfaction.
Best wishes,

Marini Quarries Group
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INTRODUCTION
The GRAN FIL diamond wire machine has been designed to offer the maximum performance
and efficiency and the maximum safety for the operator.
However, before using the drilling machine for the first time, the operator must carefully read
all the sections of this manual.
Keep this manual for future reference in a safe, dry place so that it will not be ruined and will
always be available for consultation.
The manual is no substitute for the user’s experience but it provides all the information
necessary for the correct use of the machine.
To request copies or updates, only and exclusively contact Marini Quarries Group, which will
provide instructions in that regard and resolve any problems.
The purpose of this publication is to provide the operator instructions for the effective and safe use
and maintenance of the GRAN FIL stand-alone diamond wire cutting unit.
If these instructions are carefully followed, your machine will reward you with efficient
operation and long life, making a significant contribution to your work.
This manual may not be reproduced, adapted or translated
without the prior written consent of Marini Quarries Group.
All data contained in this manual are indicative and not binding, given that Marini
Quarries Group reserves the right to modify or vary its machines without any
previous warning.
Typographic conventions
This manual (and the stickers on the machine) use symbols to indicate operations that important
implications for the safety of the machine’s components (ATTENTION) or the operator’s safety
(PROHIBITION).
For this reason, we ask that you carefully read the text that is accompanied by these symbols.
NOTE
The notes provide particular suggestions or advice that the operator and
maintenance technicians must carefully follow.
ATTENTION
This message warns the user about incorrect procedures or particular conditions that
can damage the machine or threaten the operator’s well-being.
PROHIBITION
This message warns the user about prohibited procedures or particular conditions
that can damage the machine or threaten the operator’s well-being.
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ATTENTION: The machine was designed to be safely positioned and used on a
maximum allowable slope:
MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE SLOPE 5% (~3°)
Positioning the machine at a greater slope is considered improper use. All improper
use for purposes other than anticipated is prohibited.
ATTENTION: Marini Quarries Group will not be liable for damage due to improper
use and/or uses other than those anticipated

ATTENTION: The technical specifications are indicative. Marini Quarries Group
reserves the right to make modifications to improve the machine’s characteristics and
performance without advance notice.
ATTENTION: Some illustrations show panels or protections removed to make the
figure clearer; NEVER USE THE MACHINE without these panels or protections.

NOTE: When used in this manual, the positions behind and in front refer to the
view of the machine for an operator standing in from of the wire machine, which is
to say, who is looking at the cutting area.

Front
Back

Figure 1

ATTENTION: Marini Quarries Group recommends that you carefully follow the
instructions, procedures and recommendations in this manual, that you adopt all the
precautions suggested by good technique and that you obey current accidentprevention regulations.
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GENERAL NOTES ON DELIVERY
Upon receipt of the machine check:
- that the equipment is not damaged.
- in the case of damage during transport, immediately inform the shipper and/or the company that insured the
shipment.
- that the supply corresponds to what was ordered.
In the case of missing pieces, provide Marini Quarries Group detailed information within 8 days of
receipt.

Warranty

Marini Quarries Group Srl warranties that the products are exempt from fault.
Marini Quarries Group Srl warranties his machines and/or equipment for a period of 12 (twelve) months from the
starting, 14 (fourteen) months from the shipment or 1000 (one thousand) working hours, whichever occurs first.
From Marini Quarries Group Srl warranty are excluded the diesel engines that are directly guaranteed by the
manufacturer according to his modality.
1) Part supply under warranty
Marini Quarries Group Srl will supply the customer or the distributor the faulty parts as follows:
• The parts supplied under warranty to replace the faulty parts and the relative shipping costs will be regularly invoiced to
the customer or distributor.
• Once the customer and/or distributor have replaced the supposed faulty parts they must send back to Marini Quarries
Group Srl the aforementioned parts or, as an alternative (if they think it is enough), send pictures that point out the fault.
• The returned parts and/or pictures will be checked by Marini Quarries Group Srl technicians and in case they are found faulty a
Credit Note will be issued including the cost of the faulty parts and the one-way shipping expenses.

2) Work under warranty
Marini Quarries Group Srl will provide the works under warranty at his expense, while food, travel and accommodation will be
charged to the customer or distributor.
If after the work under warranty by Marini Quarries Group Srl or external person in charged by Marini Quarries Group Srl will
be afterwards due to a fault not imputable to Marini Quarries Group Srl, all the expenses, costs of the replaced parts and labor
costs will be charged to the customer or distributor.

3) Limitations
Marini Quarries Group Srl warranty is valid only if the machine or equipment are subject to a normal and correct use and if on
the machine / equipment is applied a regular maintenance according to the schedule of the manuals.
The warranty will come immediately void if on the machine / equipment are made modifications or alterations without Marini
Quarries Group Srl permission , and/or if original Marini Quarries Group Srl spare parts are not used.
The warranty is not valid for parts usually worn or torn such as: fuses, relays, lamps, filters, clamp inserts, guiding rollers,
sliding blocks, etc.
Electric/electronic components such as: remote radio control, cable console, push-panels, engine control and protection panels,
electric panels are generally guaranteed for:
•
12 (twelve) months concerning the electronic parts (logic cards, transformers, timers etc.)
•
12 (twelve) months for components (joystick, boxes, push-buttons, potentiometers etc.)
Marini Quarries Group Srl is not responsible for damage caused on the machine, people or property due to an incorrect use of the
machine / equipment, modifications or alteration.
Marini Quarries Group Srl is not responsible for damage caused by the machine stop. It won’t be recognize any compensation
for the time of machine stop and any extension of the warranty terms. It won’t be accept any extension of pending payment.

OBLIGATION TO STOP THE MACHINE: IF THERE IS A RISK THAT THE DEFECT COULD
COMPROMISE SAFETY OR CAUSE ADDITIONAL DAMAGE, THE USER IS OBLIGATED NOT
TO USE THE MACHINE UNTIL IT IS REPAIRED AND TESTED.

Modifications to the machine
Marini Quarries Group reserves the right to make all necessary modifications to machines of its
production for any technical or commercial need without any advance notice.

Identification of replacement parts
When requesting replacement parts, always indicate the serial number of the machine, which can be found in
the specifications on page 17, and the number of the part requested, which can be found in the attached
replacement parts list.

ATTENTION: Only use original MARINI parts. Any damage or failures caused by using
other than orignal MARINI parts will not be covered by the Guarantee or Product Liability.
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LIABILITY
The machine has been constructed in conformity with the current CE directives at the
time of its sale.
Failure to obey the use and safety rules or use of a machine that is not working
properly can cause accidents with criminal penalties.
Marini Quarries Group will not be liable for personal injury or property damage caused
by the incorrect use of the machine or by unauthorized structural modifications,
applications or transformations.

ATTENTION: Marini Quarries Group will not be liable for direct, or indirect,
personal injury of property damage caused by the use of this manual, or the
machine, under different conditions than those prescribed or that do not
guarantee operator safety.

CUTTING TOOL
Choose a diamond wire with suitable technical characteristics for the machine’s
anticipated use. In any case, you must use industrial manufactured, and thus certified,
wires.
NOTE: For the correct use of the machine and observance of safety standard
EN15163, it is fundamentally important to use industrially produced diamond
wire with use and quality certification.
ATTENTION: Marini Quarries Group recommends that you only use
certified plastic/rubber wire with your machine.

The technical characteristics of the diamond wire are fundamental for safety. Refer to
the diamond wire technical documentation and its use and maintenance schedule.
Make sure to use diamond wire with the right mechanical strength. A guide to the
selection of the diamond wire to use on our cutting machines is shown on page 25 of
this manual.
Select a diamond wire with breaking strength not less than:

1500 kg
NOTE: Diamond wire with resistance of at least 1500 kg is suitable for
use on all our granite cutting machines.
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SAFETY DEVICES
General safety information
This machine was designed and constructed using criteria and techniques that satisfy
the essential safety requirements of European Directive 2006/42/CE.
In particular, during design and construction, safety measures were adopted to prevent
risks for the operators.
The complete documentation of the safety measures adopted is contained in the
technical booklet on file at the headquarters of Marini Quarries Group Srl.
However, it was not possible to find design solutions for some risks. In those cases,
this manual contains safety rules for working in the safest way possible.
ATTENTION: Marini Quarries Group Srl recommends that you carefully
follow the instructions, procedures and recommendations in this manual, that
you adopt all the precautions suggested by good technique and that you obey
current accident-prevention regulations.

Safety rules
•

The machine may only be installed, maintained and used by qualified personnel.

•

Make sure you have disconnected the power before any cleaning or
maintenance.

•

Do not remove the fixed protections on the machine’s moving parts.

•

Do not put your hands in areas where there is a risk of crushing and/or
entanglement.

•

The operator must stand with the control unit in a position that is protected and
out of the way of the cutting direction (see the definitions of danger area and
safe distance on pages 13-16).

•

The operator must always be behind the control unit to execute commands and
perform work. (see the definitions of danger area and safe distance on pages
13-16).

•

The machine, or parts of it, must be lifted with the machine off and the power
disconnected and by qualified personnel using suitable equipment (see lifting
weights and instructions on pages 18-19).

•

If it is necessary to replace machine components, use only original replacement
parts.

•

The operator must not stand in, or pass through, the range of action of the wire
for any reason. Stay at a safe distance outside the danger area. (see the
definitions of danger area and safe distance on pages 13-16).

•

Do not use the machine on slopes greater than 5% (~3°).
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Risks resulting from an analysis of risks and hazardous situations during work
Contact with aerial electric lines, electrocution, shocks, blows, impacts, compressions,
slipping, falling, noise, shearing, crushing, dragging, material falling from heights,
mineral oil and derivatives, moving mechanical components and safe distances.
Safety decals and their location:
Figure (A) – Located on the frame of the machine.
 Danger: keep persons at a safe
distance during use of the machine.
 Danger:
crushing,
shearing,
compressions,
impacts,
grinding,
material falling from heights and falling
during use of the machine.
Figure (A)
 Danger: dragging by rotating components in motion
 Danger of electrocution
 Danger: check the work area and stay far away from sources of electricity.
 Danger: noise
 Generic danger: mechanical parts in motion, stay at a safe distance.
Figure (B) – Located on the access door of the electrical panel.
 Danger: read the use and maintenance manual
before opening the door to perform any work or
maintenance on the machine.
 Danger: Electrocution.
Figure (B)
Figure (C) – Located on the frame of the machine.
 Danger: Crushing
Figure (C)

Figure (D) – Located on the frame of the machine.
 Do not perform arc welding on the metal structure
of the machine.
Figure (D)

NOISE EMISSIONS
The noise emitted by the GRAN FIL
diamond-wire cutting machine is less than 85 dB
ATTENTION: The operator must wear adequate hearing protection.
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Safety devices
The machine has several safety devices that protect in the case of incorrect
maneuvers or forgetfulness.
Where there are and what they do:
 A – Emergency button:
Located on the control unit. The emergency button stops
the machine in all situations (Figure 2).

Figure (2)

 B – Machine door open limit switch
Located inside the machine: The machine stops if the doors
are opened while it is running (Figure 3).
Figure (3)

 C – Main electrical panel door lock cut-off.
Completely cuts electricity to the machine (Figure 4).

I
0

Figure (4)

ATTENTION: However, the main electrical panel remains under voltage until
the power plug is removed (Figure 5).

Figure (5)

NOTE: Remove the machine’s electrical plug at the end of every shift and, in
any case, always before performing routine and/or extraordinary
maintenance.
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PREVENTIVE MEASURES FOR MACHINE OPERATORS
Before use:
• check that all the machine’s bolts are tight;
• make sure that there are no electrical lines in the area that could interfere with the
machine’s range of action;
• check the paths and maneuvering areas and prepare any reinforcements
• stabilize the machine (see machine positioning on pages 21-24);
• check the consistency of the soil before beginning to cut;
• delimit the area surrounding the machine to avoid access by extraneous persons. (See the
definitions of danger area and safe distance on pages 13-16).
During use:
• Report any malfunctions or hazardous situations in a timely manner;
• The operator must stand at a safe distance so as not to come in contact with moving parts
(see the definitions of danger area and safe distance on pages 13-16).
• do not service moving parts while the machine is running;
• don’t allow yourself to be distracted.
After use:
• deactivate the motor starter to prevent others from working on the machine (see the
machine stopping procedure on page 33);
• correctly position the machine on a flat surface;
• perform necessary machine inspections or maintenance with the electricity
disconnected;
• when performing maintenance, follow the instructions in this manual. (See use and
maintenance on pages 38)

INDIVIDUAL PROTECTION DEVICES
The operator must wear:
- safety shoes
- hard hat
- protective goggles
- gloves
- hearing protection
- padded clothing is recommended

Figure 6

ATTENTION: Marini Quarries Group Srl will not be liable for personal
injury or property damage caused by a failure to follow the safety rules or
recommendations in the documentation provided.
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GENERAL WARNINGS
ATTENTION: The machine must only be used by qualified persons who
have read this entire manual, independently of their personnel
experience in this sector.

ATTENTION: Before beginning to use the machine, or before
performing especially complex or hazardous maneuvers, it is
absolutely necessary to practice in an open area of the job site that is
free of obstacles.

ATTENTION: There is a clear, elementary symbol next to each control to
help the operator understand its function.

ATTENTION: If a part fails and creates a hazardous situation, the
machine must be stopped immediately. Do not use the machine until
the problem is corrected.

ATTENTION: Marini Quarries Group will not be responsible for the
improper use of the diamond wire machine.

ATTENTION: The operator must use the machine, and all its controls, at
a safe distance as specified on pages 13-16.

ATTENTION: The GRAN FIL cutting machine described in this manual
may not be operated in a closed environment with the possibility of a
gas explosion.

ATTENTION: Ineffective communication and lack of understanding can
cause accidents. If working with other persons, make sure that
everyone understands the manual signals to be used. Do not use verbal
communications because the workplace is often noisy.
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DEFINITIONS OF DANGER AREA AND SAFE DISTANCE
Vertical cutting: identification of the danger area
In the case of vertical cutting, the danger area is defined as the area around the machine that
could be reached by the diamond wire if it breaks in the worst case situation (wires breaks at
the machine).
The danger area for vertical cutting can be defined as follows:

PROHIBITION: Do not stop in, or pass through, the delimited danger area.
Extent of the danger area
L
L/2

= Length of diamond wire
= Length of the ring of the joined wire

L/2

L

L/2

L

Figure 7

A
RING OF THE JOINED
WIRE
A
L/2 = Lenth of the ring o the
joined wire
L= Total length of the wire

A
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A

Vertical cutting: delimiting the danger area
Delimit the danger area with an effective and clearly visible sign system (such as stakes with
signs) as shown in the figure below.

PROHIBITION: Do not stop in, or pass through, the delimited danger area.
Extent of the danger area
L
L/2

= Length of the diamond wire
= Length of the ring of the joined wire

Stakes and warning signs

Figure 8
Danger area

L/2

L/2

Begin cut
taglio
L

L

Operator
control
panel

ATTENTION: Delimit the danger area using signs:

PROHIBITION: Extraneous
persons may not enter.

ATTENTION: Marini Quarries Group recommends that only CERTIFIED
plastic/rubber wire be used with your cutting machine.
ATTENTION: During cutting, position the control panel outside the danger area
defined in the figure and, in any case, as far as possible and in the most out-of-theway position with respect to the machine and the cutting direction.
ATTENTION: Do not stop or perform work in the wire’s range of
action.
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Horizontal cutting: identification of the danger area
In the case of horizontal cutting, the danger area is defined by a circular area around the
machine with a range of extension equal to one-half of the total length of the wire.
The danger area for horizontal cutting can be defined as follows:

PROHIBITION: Do not stop in, or pass through, the delimited danger area.
Extent of the danger area
L = Length of the diamond wire
L/2 = Length of the ring of the joined wire

L/2

Figure 9

RING OF THE JOINED
WIRE

A
L/2 = Length of the ring of the
joined wire
L= Lunghezza totale del filo

A
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Horizontal cutting: delimiting the danger area
Delimit the danger area with an effective and clearly visible sign system (such as
stakes with signs) as shown in the figure below.

PROHIBITION: Do not stop in, or pass through, the delimited danger area.
Extent of the danger area
L = Length of the diamond wire
L/2 = Length of the ring of the joined wire
Cut
Stakes and
warning signs

Danger area

Operator
control
panel

L/2

Figure 10

ATTENTION: Delimit the danger area using signs:

PROHIBITION: Extraneous
persons may not enter.

ATTENTION: Marini Quarries Group recommends that only CERTIFIED
plastic/rubber wire be used with your cutting machine.
ATTENTION: During cutting, position the control panel outside the danger area
defined in the figure and, in any case, as far as possible and in the most out-of-theway position with respect to the machine and the cutting direction.
Do not stop or perform work in the wire’s range of action.
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IDENTIFICATION OF THE MACHINE:
The machine is identified by a serial number stamped on an identification plate
attached to the frame.
In addition, the motor and main accessories also have stamped serial numbers. To
ensure prompt, efficient service, the main serial numbers are summarized in the table
below.
Always specify the data in the following table when ordering replacement parts or for
any other technical information:
CUTTING UNIT
Model:

GRAN FIL

Serial no.:
Year of manufacture:
Flywheel

(flywheel dimensions)

Motor

(motor type)

Serial no.:
Winding:

IDENTIFICATION DATA POSITION TABLE

QUARRIES GROUP

MODEL

GRAN FIL

SERIAL NUMBER
DATE OF MANUFACTURING
ATTACHMENT WEIGHT

1300 Kg (2866 Lbs)

INSTALLED ELECTRICAL POWER

Figure 11

ATTENTION: Only use original MARINI parts. Any damage or failures
caused by using other than orignal MARINI parts will not be covered by
the Guarantee or Product Liability.
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
GRAN FIL model diamond wire machine, equipped with a 50 HP motor.
An electronic device regulates the machine’s backing-up speed, maintaining tension on
the wire constant as a function of the pre-selected absorption values (amperage),
stopping the machine and the rotation of the flywheel in the case of anomalies or wire
breakage.
A special device allows rapid movements of the machine on its track during positioning.
The rotation of the main flywheel (diam.820 mm – 33 in) on 360° and its lateral
translation (stroke 500 mm – 20 in) are are manually controlled.
The machine is supplied with two 3-meter tracks.
The control panel contains all the controls and can be positioned at a distance from the
field of work of the wire.
Devices for the operation of the wire machine:
A. Device to facilitate the start of the diamond wire and avoid choking the wire
in the final cutting phase, both vertically and horizontally, complete with
small ∅360 mm (14 in) flywheel and device for attachment to the wall
(upper);
B. Device similar to the preceding, to be positioned in the lower part of the
wall;
C. Device for cutting at 90°.
D. Device for horizontal cutting.
E. Tool for applying rubber to the flywheel;
F. Special ‘HANDI-PRESS’ for joining wire with hydraulic pump;
G. Cutter for diamond wire;
H. Protective shield for the operator;

I.

Cable for lifting the machine.

ATTENTION: The technical specifications are indicative. Marini
Quarries Group reserves the right to make modifications to improve
the machine’s characteristics and performance without advance
notice.
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MACHINE: WEIGHT, HANDLING AND TRANSPORT
ATTENTION: the machine must be handled and transported by
qualified and adequately trained personnel.

ATTENTION: make sure that the lifting equipment has adequate
capacity for the weight of the machine.
Weight of the machine 1300 kg (2866 lbs)

OVERALL DIMENSIONS

Eyebolt for lifting

1500 mm
59 in

Figure 12

1500 mm
59 in

1100 mm
43 in

ATTENTION: When the machine is loaded or unloaded from a transport
vehicle, there is always a danger of tipping over.
Make sure to follow local rules when transporting the machine on
public roads.
Transport the machine with an appropriate truck or trailer.
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ATTENTION: Use the lifting plate provided for the correct, balanced
lifitng of the machine.
Lifting plate

Eyebolt for lifting

Locking guide safety
pin
Safety ring

Locking guide

Alignment index
Lifting eyebolt
Figure 13

A. Make sure that the motor-flywheel body is aligned with the structure of the machine by
making the alignment index coincide with the lifting eyebolt.
B. Remove the safety ring from the lifting plate and the safety pin from the locking guide.
C. Insert the lifting plate in the eyebolt and locking guide as shown in the figure.
D. Reposition the safety ring and the safety pin on the locking guide.
E. Hook the lifting cable to the eye for lifting.

TRACK

3000 mm
118,11 in

1150 mm
45,27 in

Figure 14

Weight of one track 55 kg (122 lbs)

ATTENTION: Look before lifting. Only use adequate lifting equipment.

ATTENTION: The machine must only be handled and transported by
qualified and adequately trained personnel.
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USE OF THE MACHINE: POSITIONING AND WORKING
Below, we show the various types of cutting:
Vertical cutting

Figure 15

90° vertical cutting

Figure 16
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Horizontal cutting

Figure 17

Blind cutting

Figure 18
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LAYING THE TRACKS
For the correct positioning of the machine, refer to the general positioning and working
instructions in the diagrams on pages 21-22. Once you have selected the type of cut
you want to make, follow the instructions below for laying the tracks.
Instructions for laying the tracks:
Looking at the wall to be cut, with respect to the passage hole of the diamond wire (B),
the profile (A) of the track must be positioned more or less in line, as shown in the
figure below.
Support the tracks on pieces of wood so that the weight of the machine does not cause
them to flex. These must be placed parallel to each other. It is not important, even
though preferable, that they be level because the 360° rotation of the flywheel permits
a further correction of the alignment.
The tracks are joined with a connector (parts C and D Figure 19).
ATTENTION: The machine was designed to be safely positioned and
used on a maximum allowable slope of 5% (~3°).
ATTENTION: Once the tracks are positioned, identify the machine’s
working area and then delimit the danger area as shown on pages 1316.

B

A

D

C

Figure19
1
Figure

ATTENTION: No one may be in the identified, delimited and posted
danger area while the machine is operating.
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MACHINE POSITIONING
After positioning and stabilizing the tracks, rest the machine on them and, then, mount
the tool (the diamond wire).

ATTENTION!

Figure 20

ATTENTION: When positioning the tracks, make sure they don’t
exceed a slope of 5% (~3°)

The machine was designed to be safely positioned and used on a
maximum allowable slope of 5% (~3°). Positioning th e machine at a
greater slope is considered improper use.

DANGER OF CRUSHING AND SHEARING
feet
et at a safe distance
Before activating machine translation, position yourself with your fe
outside the tracks and check that the machine can translate freely to the end of its stroke.
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CUTTING TOOL (DIAMOND WIRE)

Use plastic/rubber diamond wire with our machines.
For the correct use of the machine and observance of safety standard EN15163, it is
fundamentally important to use industrially produced diamond wire with use and quality
certification.

ATTENTION: Marini Quarries Group diamond wire cutting machines
must be used with plastic/rubber wire that is certified for use and
quality.

NOTE: The use of a different type of wire, or uncertified wire, will nullify
the safety measures required by the EN15163 standard, and this
manual, to protect the operator’s health and well-being.
Select a diamond wire with breaking strength not less than:

1500 kg
NOTE: Diamond wire with breaking strength of at least 1500 kg is suitable
for use on all our granite-cutting machines.

ATTENTION: Before using the cutting wire, check its state of wear and
integrity. If the wire is worn or damaged, it must be replaced.
Do not use worn or damaged wire for any reason.
Additional criteria and recommendations for the choice of the diamond wire to be used
have to do with the diameter and number of beads per meter, which will vary as a
function of the material to be cut.
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Before mounting the diamond wire on the machine, make sure that it is not connected
to the electricity. If the machine is powered, open the main switch and disconnect the
power cable from the outlet before mounting the wire (see STOPPING THE MACHINE
on page 33 figs. 32 and 33).
ATTENTION: Before mount the diamond wire on the machine, make
sure the machine is not connected to electricity.

Mount the diamond wire on the machine, following the suggestions and instructions for
the joining the wire (page 35).

ATTENTION: Marini Quarries Group will not be responsible for the
improper use of the diamond wire machine.

ATTENTION: After positioning the machine and installing the diamond
wire, make sure that the protective panels are in position and in good
condition.
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ELECTRICAL HOOK-UPS
After positioning the machine on the tracks, make the electrical hook-ups.
Instructions for making the electrical hook-ups:
ATTENTION: Check the voltage is equal to that indicated on the
electrical panel of the machine before performing the hook-up.
1. Insert the line cable in outlet A to provide electricity to the machine (Fig. 21). It must have
an adequate section for the voltage and distance between the power supply point and
the operating machine (see table 2).
A

Figure 21

ATTENTION: Use a connection plug with insulation class of at least
IP67.
ATTENTION: Use cables of suitable section for connecting to the current
generator; select the cable section as a function of the power of the
electric motor installed on the machine and the length of the cable. See
table 2.
Table 2
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30 kW - 40 HP

10 - 40 m
11 - 43 yd
41 - 80 m
44 - 87 yd
81 - 100 m
88 - 109 yd

37 kW - 50 HP

10 - 40 m
11 - 43 yd
41 - 80 m
44 - 87 yd
81 - 100 m
88 - 109 yd

44 kW - 60 HP

POTENZA MOTORE - MOTOR POWER

Lungh. cavo
El. cable
length (m)

10 - 40 m
11 - 43 yd
41 - 80 m
44 - 87 yd
81 - 100 m
88 - 109 yd

POTENZA MOTORE - MOTOR POWER
30 Kw
37 Kw
44 kW
40 HP
50 HP
60 HP

V380 / 57A

V220 / 100A

V380 / 70A

V380 / 76A

trifase

trifase

trifase

trifase

sezione - secction (mmq)
16

35

25

35

25

50
25
35
35
35
35
50
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2. Connect the control unit with the cable provided by connecting “straight” plug B to the
control unit and “pipe” plug C to the machine. (Fig. 22).
C

B

Figure 22

3. Turn main switch D (Fig. 23) to position 1.

I
D

0

Figure 23

4. Make sure the small doors (Fig. 24) are
correctly closed before starting work. To
close the doors, turn the handle
counterclockwise.
NOTE: The doors must be closed;
this is a safety condition for the
operation of the machine.
Figure 24

5. Check that the emergency button (Fig. 25) has not
been pressed. If necessary, unlock it by rotating it
clockwise.

At this point, the machine is ready to be started.
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Figure 25

DESCRIPTION OF THE CONTROL PANEL
ATTENTION: Position yourself with the control panel outside the danger
area.

Figure 26

1

ELECTRICITY LIGHT

2

EMERGENCY STOP BUTTON

3

CLOCKWISE ROTATION FLYWHEEL

4

SPEED CONTROL REV/MIN FLYWHEEL

5

FLYWHEEL ROTATION STOP BUTTON

6

BACKWARD MOVEMENT MACHINE

7

FORWARD MOVEMENT MACHINE

8

STOP BUTTON FOR FORWARDS/BACKWARDS MACHINE

9

MANUAL/AUTOMATIC SWITCH

10

AUTOMATIC SPEED CONTROL BACKWARDS MACHINE

11

MANUAL SPEED CONTROL BACKWARDS MACHINE

12

AMPEROMETER MAIN MOTOR

13

ALARM LIGHT

14

MAX ELECTRICAL INPUT ALLOWED

NOTE: FOR ANY EMERGENCY
PRESS THE BUTTON PROVIDED POS. 2
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STARTING THE MACHINE: OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
Rapid advance (forward)
Press the button at pos.7
7 with the main motor off.
Rapid backback-up (backwards)
Press the button at pos.6
6 with the main motor off.
Flywheel start
Press the button at pos.3
3 to start clockwise. Press
the button at pos.4
4 to start counterclockwise.
For good operation and good yield of the
diamond wire, we recommend rotating the wire
(and the flywheel) counterclockwise. (Figure 27)
Figure 28

Figure 27

NOTE: the direction of the
flywheel cannot be reversed
until it is stopped.
Flywheel stop
Press the button at pos. 5.
Slow advance (forward)
Turn the selector at pos.9
9 to manual, press and hold down the button at pos.7
7. Increasing or
decreasing the regulation on the potentiometer at pos.11
11 increases or decreases the speed of
the machine on the tracks. These operations can only be performed with the main motor on.
Slow backback-up (backwards)
Proceed as before but it is not necessary to hold down the button at pos.6
6. To stop the
movement, press the STOP button at pos.8
8.
Flywheel positioning
This is done manually by means of a wrench (see figure 29a ).
Manual or automatic mode
This is set with the selector at pos.9
9.
Manual mode
The back-up up speed is set with the potentiometer at pos.11
11.
11
Automatic mode
The back-up up speed is set with the potentiometer at pos.10
10.
10
NOTE: When working in automatic mode, the if the amperage absorbed
by the motor (read on the instrument in pos.14) falls below 24 A, the
machine automatically turns off. So, if you need to work under these
conditions, the machine needs to be backed-up manually.
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WORK CYCLES
executed
d on
Operations necessary for the correct functioning of the machine to be execute
the control panel for the various work phases.

Figure 29

Make sure that the EMERGENCY button at pos.2
2 on the control panel is not
pressed (turn it clockwise to release it).
Check that the light at pos.1
1 is lit indicating the presence of voltage.
Place diamond wire on the flywheel (for joining wire see page 36-37).
Position the flywheel on the machine so that it has the same inclination as the cut
to be made, by turning the appropriate handle placed on the side of the
machine(point A, fig.29a). This allows us to rotate the flywheel 360° in both
directions.
With the same key placed at point B you position the flywheel in line with the cut
to be made.

C

B

A) For rotation the flywheel block
B) For translation of flywheel block
C) Wrench

Figura 29a

A

ATTENTION: To facilitate the rotation of the flywheel unit, avoid having
it project too far from the structure of the machine.
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With buttons pos.6
6 and pos 7, with main motor off, move with fast forward or
backwards the machine backward or forwards on the rails in order to tension
the wire as indicated on pag. 19 fig.6. To stop the machine all you have to do is
to lift finger off button.
The direction of rotation of the flywheel is controlled by button pos. 5
(clockwise) or pos. 10 (anti-clockwise). To stop all you have to do is press “STOP”
button pos.9
9.
The direction of rotation of the flywheel is controlled by button pos. 3
(clockwise) or pos. 4 (anti-clockwise). To stop all you have to do is press “stop”
button pos. 5.
To start working turn switch pos.9
9 on “MAN” (manual). At this point we can start
the flywheel. Pressing button pos.6
6 (backwards) to start machine movement and
by using the potentiometer pos.11
11 to give an adequate speed.
With switch pos. 9 we pass to automatic working and fix the backward speed
with switch pos. 10 which has to be on “0” (zero) and gradually increase until
the correct speed is found.
The machine as this point can working in automatic as it is controlled by the
amperometer pos 12 which maintains a constant speed.
To stop the machine while it is working in automatic bring switch pos. 10 to “0”,
press the button “stop” pos. 8 so that the backward movement is also stopped.
You have to allow the wire to turn freely without traction for about 5/10
minutes so that it can create a seating for itself in the rock.
This helps cutting gets on the way in the next phase as when the machine has
to be restarted; the force on the wire will be limited and also the possibility of the
wire getting trapped in the material is reduced.
Then, stop the flywheel by pressing the STOP 5 button.

NOTE: If the motor is subjected to excessive force during the work
phase, the machine stops automatically and the emergency light at
pos.13 turns on.
The machine automatically restarts after several minutes and the light
will turn off.

NOTE: do not leave the wire under tension for a long time.
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STOPPING THE MACHINE
 A – To stop the machine during normal use or in an
emergency, press the red mushroom button on the side
of the operator panel (figure 30).

Figure 30

 B – To restart the machine and resume work, the
emergency button must be rearmed by turning it to the right
and lifting it (figure 31).

Figure 31

I

 C – Turn the main electrical panel door lock cut-off (figure
32) to the left. This will completely cut electricity to the
machine.

0

ATTENTION: However, the main
electrical panel remains under
voltage until the power plug is
removed (Figure D).

Figure 32

 D – Remove the electric power plug from the
machine (figure 33).

Figure 33

NOTE: Always remove the machine’s electrical plug at the end of every shift
and, in any case, always before performing routine and/or extraordinary
maintenance.
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1.

SUGGESTIONS
FOR THE GOOD OPERATION AND GOOD YIELD OF THE DIAMOND WIRE

Water inlet

Figure 34

BEGINNING A NEW CUT:
A. When starting: the wire must not be tensioned;
B. After starting, the wire must tensioned so that there is always
a slight arc from the small flywheel to the entry point in the
wall.
C. It is preferable that the flywheel rotate as shown in the
drawing (Figure 34), so that wire drags the water from the
bottom up.
To facilitate starting and cutting on sharp edges E and F, it is
necessary to use the proper flywheel (optional).
Then, after the wire has created its groove, remove the flywheel
and continuing cutting. (Figure 35)
Small flywheel C must be as closed as possible (as in the figure)
to have greater contact surface of the wire on the flywheel and
avoid the wire slipping.

Figure 35

Attention! An excessive quantity of water in the wire hole can cause
a bottleneck that forces the wire to exert excessive force due to the
mass of water that it must drag upwards. This can cause the
amperage absorbed by the motor to increase and stop the machine.
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CORRECT USE OF THE SMALL START-CUT AND END-CUT FLYWHEELS
ATTENTION! The use of the small flywheels to start a cut allows starting
without stress on the motor or burning
burning the rubber of the flywheel.

- Use the start-cut and end-cut flywheels. Positionable near the stone to decrease the
friction resistance between wire and stone.

Excessive angle

- With the machine off and the
electricity disconnected, turn the wire
manually to round the sharp edges of the
stone, which would otherwise create
excessive resistance on the wire during the
start of the cut.

Acceptable angle

- The use of the small start-cut and endcut flywheels decreases the friction created
between the wire and the stone due to
the excessive angle that forms between
the stone and wire.

Figure 36

Useful advice for starting the cut
ATTENTION! If the wire slips on the rubber of the flywheel during the start
of the cut, it takes just a few seconds to burn the rubber.
When starting the cut, check that the wire is not slipping on the flywheel.
If the wire slips, stop the machine and check that:
- The wire is not too slack
Flywheel too
- Adjust the closing of the small flywheels
much open

If the small flywheels are too open, there is not
enough contact area between the diamond
wire and rubber. In this case, it happens that:
- the wire doesn’t grab
- the wire slips on the rubber of the flywheel
- the rubber burns

Diamond wire

Flywheel

Flywheel open
correctly

Zone contact
rubber-diamond wire

Flywheel position:
pos. A = too much open
pos. B = O.K.

Flywheel too
much open

Figure 37
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JOINING THE DIAMOND WIRE
Shear and butt the diamond wire between two diamond beads with a suitable cutter (fig.38)
Figure 38

Remove the rubber cover from the two ends of the wire for about the length of the joining
bushing (fig.39)

Figure 39

To allow the wire to turn on itself, an indispensable condition for not irreparably damaging it,
before making the joint it is necessary to make it rotate in the twisting direction of the “strand”
for about one and half turns for each meter of length (for example, with a 40-m wire, end A
must make 25 turns and end B, 25 turns in the opposite direction); to facilitate this operation,
we recommend tying knots in the two sheared ends (fig.40).
After untying the two ends, A and B, and always holding the ends tightly to prevent their
unwinding, proceed to introduce the joint into the press.

Figure 40

Work in such a way that the two ends of the wire that were prepared as explained previously
(fig.39) fit perfectly inside the joint bushing (fig.41), this to prevent the transported water,
which contains abrasive sediment, from coming in contact with the core of the wire strand since
it could cause deterioration that would cause a break after a few minutes of work.
YES

NO

Figure 41
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Perform four crossed pressings with the special HANDI-PRESS, the first two in one direction
and the other two as in fig.42, by turning everything 90°.

3rd pressing

1st pressing

2nd pressing

4th pressing

Fig.42

ATTENTION: it is indispensable
indispensable to redo the joint every 88-10 working hours.
Shear and butt the steel wire at points A and B, as indicated in fig.43 and
proceed to perform the joint as in figs. 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11.

Joint to be replaced

Figure 43

NOTE: Make sure that the diamond wire is working
working in the rubber seat of
the small flywheels, avoiding their touching the edge as much as possible.
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MAINTENANCE
Maintenance schedule
WORKING HOURS
GREASING

REPLACE BEARINGS

BACK-UP REDUCER
FLYWHEEL TRANSLATION UNIT
SMALL WIRE GUIDE FLYWHEEL
FLYWHEEL SUPPORT BEARING
SMALL WIRE GUIDE FLYWHEEL
BEARINGS

100
100
10

#

2000
500

NOTE: We recommend paying particular attention to the points marked with #

IMPORTANT:
Lubrication with grease must be
performed
every
100
(one
hundred) working hours
hours or every
three months.
The greasing points are highlighted in figure 44
.
The points are visible from the outside of the
machine, while point B is accessible by opening
the doors.

A

Point A
MOBIL FARM TRACTOR GREASE or equivalent

Point B
Doors

MOBIL LUX EP0 or equivalent

Portine

B

C

A
A

Figure 44

Figure 45

IMPORTANT – Before each cut, check the level of oil using indicator C in
fig. 45,
45, which is visible when opening the doors.
If necessary, add oil through the fill plug.
Use MOBIL VACTRA N°4 oil or equivalent.
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CARD 283 – AUTOMATIC BACK-UP

P5

P9

P10

Figure 46

P5

Forward pull adjustment

P9

ID minimum current (wire breakage) stops entire machine

P10

ID maximum current (maximum stress) stops the back-up movement

BackBack-up card calibration
ATTENTION! : Automatic back-up card 283 must be calibrated with the
machine under voltage and, for this reason, it must be performed by a
qualified technician.
Inadequate calibration of the 283 back-up card prejudices the safety of
the machine.

NOTE: The machine is
working correctly when it
remains stopped with the
potentiometer
(10)
on
position 0. When it is turned
to position 1, the machine
must begin to back up
slowly. If, on the other
hand, the machine backs
up with the potentiometer
in position 0, it is necessary
to calibrate the 283 card.
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If it is replaced, it must be calibrated (see description of the
commands on page 29).
1. Start the machine in manual, selector 9 on MAN, and
press button 4;
2. Wait for the ammeter to drop to its minimum value;
3. Turn selector 9 to automatic;
4. Place the back-up potentiometer 10 on position 0;
5. Press machine back-up button 6.
6. Act on potentiometer P5 of card 283 with a
screwdriver, turning it clockwise: the machine backs-up.
Then turn counterclockwise until the machine stops
while backing-up;
7. Check, by bringing potentiometer 10 to position 1, that
the machine begins to back up slowly (otherwise act
again on potentiometer P5);
8. Return potentiometer 10 to position 0: the machine
should be stopped.
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DEVICES FOR THE WIRE MACHINE

Figure 47
Device for beginning/ending the
cut

Figure 48
Device for cutting at 90°

Figure 49
Device for horizontal
cutting
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DEVICES FOR THE WIRE MACHINE

Figure 50

Press for joining
diamond wire

Figure 51

Shears for diamond
wire

Figure 52

Lifting cables
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DEVICE FOR APPLYING RUBBER TO THE FLYWHEEL
1. Position the device on flywheel 1, making rubberpress washer 3 and small wheel guide 4 enter the
throat of the flywheel.
3

7

2.

3.
6
8

4.
5

2
2
5

Lock lever 5 and tighten handle 6
without locking the device on the
flywheel.
Using a screwdriver, insert the
initial part of the rubber in the
throat of the flywheel.
Begin applying the rubber to the
flywheel 7. At about 20 cm from
the end, remove the device and
cut the rubber so it butts with that
on the flywheel, leaving it several
millimeters longer.

4
1

4

Figure 53

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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ATTENTION: Do not make the
mistake of cutting the rubber
ribbon too short.

Flywheel
Rods
Rubber press washer
Small guide wheel
Locking lever
Handwheel
Flywheel
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NOTES
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